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To those interested in Bath’s history and proud of its Georgian architecture, the realisation that
there seem to be no acknowledged individual portraits of John Wood or his son may come as both
surprising and disappointing: surprising because the Woods were living and working in Bath at a
time when the city was abounding with talented artists and commissions for portraits were becoming very much the order of the day2 and disappointing because many people are naturally curious
to know what a person looked liked. Furthermore, as well as depicting an accurate physical likeness, a first-class artist can also capture the inherent characteristics of the sitter. Should portraits
of the Woods ever come to light, they could possibly reveal far more than mere facial features and
outward appearance. It would certainly be intriguing to know how a gifted artist might have portrayed the enigmatic and complex inner self of John Wood the Elder.
Among the many artists who flocked to Bath in the eighteenth century were two very successful
portrait painters, William Hoare and Thomas Gainsborough – and of particular significance is evidence to show that, during the years they lived there, they would have had ample opportunity to
become acquainted with John Wood or his son. It has even been suggested that Hoare could
have encountered Wood in London in the early months of 1727, and that it was the architect who
eventually persuaded him to move to Bath.3
William Hoare arrived in Bath in 1738 and is thought to have lived in a house on the east side of
Queen Square,4 diagonally opposite the Woods, who lived at No. 9 on the south side. By 1763 he
had moved up to Edgar Buildings and had a studio and ‘picture room’ there until his death in
1792.5 Bath was a relatively small place then, where most people knew most other people, but
one particular piece of evidence confirms that, soon after settling in Bath, William Hoare, as well as
being a near neighbour and fellow parishioner of John Wood, would have come to know him particularly well.

In the years following his return to Bath in May 1727, Wood’s work was very much focused on
pressing ahead with the scheme to build a General Hospital – an idea first put forward by banker,
Henry Hoare6 and Lady Elizabeth Hastings7 during a visit to the city in 1716. William Hoare (not
related to Henry)8 could see that one way to attract future clients and also enhance his standing in
Bath was to become closely involved with the running of the new hospital, which, after many delays, had received Royal Assent in 1738 when Beau Nash took John Wood’s revised plans to London for approval. When Bath’s new Royal Mineral Water Hospital finally opened in May 1742,
William Hoare’s signature was duly included in the Minute Book as one of the Assistants or Councillors. He subsequently attended meetings almost weekly and was frequently nominated as one
of two House Visitors for the week, which involved checking on the treatment and progress of the
patients, as well as on the Hospital’s amenities, staff and suppliers.9
Less than two months after the death of John Wood the Elder in May 1754, an even closer link
was forged between the Wood family and William Hoare when Jane Maria, the Wood’s elder
daughter, married Henry Coulthurst, a clothier from Melksham, at St. Swithin’s Church, Walcot.
Three years previously, in the same church, William Hoare’s brother, Prince, had married Henry
Coulthurst’s sister, Mary.
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A marriage notice, published on the 15th of July 1754 in the Bath Journal, described Jane Maria
Wood as ‘an agreeable young Lady with a fortune of £5000’. It was the exact amount her father
had bequeathed to her as a marriage settlement in his Will, written in December 1753.11 He was
clearly aware that a young lady, however agreeable, needed the help of a desirable dowry to secure a good marriage – a sentiment that would resonate throughout Jane Austen’s novels published over fifty years later.
As a result of her father’s bequest and her ensuing marriage to Henry Coulthurst, Jane Maria became a sister-in-law of Prince Hoare (a talented sculptor). However, John Wood’s resolve to leave
a generous dowry for his elder daughter, as well as adequate provision for his wife and legacies
intended to safeguard the futures of the two youngest surviving Wood children, Elizabeth and
Thayer Allen, meant that little was left for his elder son John. An annuity of £150, to be shared between John and his widowed mother, Jenny Wood, who would live for a further twelve years, looks
to be an insufficient allowance and poor reward for a dutiful son, expected to follow through with
his father’s unfinished building plans for Bath.

Apart from his acquaintance with William Hoare, there were, in fact, several other reasons to suppose that the elder John Wood might well have had his portrait painted. Although he could not
claim to be a member of the aristocracy or nobility, he certainly benefited from the patronage of
those who most certainly were. The early encouragement he received from Lord Bingley of
Bramham Park, as well as the Duke of Chandos and his cousin, William Brydges, and from Edward Harley, Earl of Oxford, has already been well-documented, as has his appointment as a JP
(with its entitlement of being addressed as ‘Esquire’ ) and his use of an adopted coat of arms on
his seal and bookplate.12 And from a purely practical point of view, he lived in a large house in
Queen Square where there would have been plenty of wall space to hang portraits.
Conversely, he seems to have been reluctant to reveal the fact (only recently discovered) that his
father was a Bath schoolmaster and his mother a descendant of Peter Chapman, renowned for
being the man who initiated the rebuilding of the Abbey following the Dissolution.13 This should
surely have given him some status in the city, yet throughout his working life the elder John Wood
was beset with problems and delays over land leases, opposition to building plans from Bath
Council, complaints from local citizens and clients, and worries with workmen. He suffered from
severe bouts of asthma, as well as leg-cramps and chest infections, and did not live long enough
to complete his architectural plans for his native city, dying before his fiftieth birthday and just three
months after the foundation stone had been laid for his grandly named ‘King’s Circus’.
In the years following his death, when John Wood the Younger was overseeing the huge task of
fulfilling his father’s ambitious plans for the Circus, the demand for portraits became even more
intense and attracted many new talented artists to Bath. One of them, Thomas Gainsborough,
first visited Bath in 1758 and by 1760 had set up his studio and ‘picture room’ in a large house near
the Abbey, thought to have been designed by John Wood the Elder before his death.14
The Abbey Street house, in the hub of the city and on the main route to the Baths and the Pump
Room, was the perfect location for establishing a thriving business as an artist, but as the social
centre of Bath began to shift to the city’s northern slopes in search of cleaner air and open spaces,
Gainsborough decided to sublet his ‘house in the smoake’.15 He moved first to Lansdown and
then, from late 1766 until 1774, he rented house No. 17 in the newly completed northern arc of the
Circus. If John Wood the Younger, living at No. 12 Brock Street in the late 1760s16 and about to
begin work on the Royal Crescent, had been having thoughts about family portraits, here, almost
on his doorstep, living in a house designed by his father and built under his own direction, was another accomplished artist he might well have commissioned to paint them. One reason for restraint, however, might have been that good portraits were expensive17 and, although the younger
John Wood eventually achieved some success during his lifetime by completing the Circus and
building the magnificent Royal Crescent, he was frequently in financial difficulties.18 When he died
in 1781 at Eagle House, Batheaston, at the age of fifty-three, he was in debt. He was buried near
his father in St Mary’s Church, Swainswick, a peaceful place, some distance away from the hubbub of the Georgian city they had both helped to create.
No portrait of either of them came to light and, despite their ever-increasing fame and the growing
feeling of disbelief and disappointment that perhaps none had ever been painted, it was over a
hundred and fifty years before any published reference was made to the possibility that a portrait of
either John Wood or his son, by then highly acclaimed architects, might well have been discovered.
In 1939 an image of a painting in a Rococo-style frame appeared in the Journal of the Royal Institution of British Architects, under the heading Wood of Bath? 19 It was a leading question, clearly
designed to arouse interest, but sadly destined to be very misleading. Mr John Hatton, director of
the Bath Pump Room, was the man who hoped to discover more about this ‘mystery’ portrait, although how the image might have come into his possession was not revealed. He had already
consulted most of the recognised authorities, including Bath historian Mr. Mowbray Green and the
National Portrait Gallery, but was hoping ‘… that some architect might know of a portrait of either
John Wood the Elder or his son in private possession, information about which …… may help in

the identification of this picture.’ 20 It is now known that the image published in the RIBA Journal in
1939 was very similar to the one shown below.
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It seems unlikely that anyone came forward at the time, either to dismiss the speculative idea that
the portrait might depict one of the Woods of Bath or to confirm the real identity of the gentleman in
the painting. In a city long deprived of any portraits of its two most renowned architects, this meant
that it became all too tempting for people to jump to the wrong conclusion. Who else, other than
John Wood senior, or possibly his son, would have been portrayed holding an architect’s dividers
in his right hand, with a plan closely resembling the Circus clearly visible on the table in front of
him?
Reginald Wright, the long-serving city librarian and curator of Bath’s Victoria Art Gallery, was apparently so convinced that the gentleman in the portrait with the pleasant face and proud, upstanding figure was John Wood the Elder that he set about painting a copy of it – (see first page). Two
images of Wright’s copy, are currently listed by Bath in Time and still ‘thought to be John Wood the
Elder’.22 Whilst one is described as a copy by R.W.M. Wright of a painting at Berkley House,
Frome, the other is reported to be a copy by the same artist of a portrait by Hoare ‘at Brockley’. It
seems likely that at some point there may have been confusion over the two very similar-looking
and similar-sounding names Berkley and Brockley and that in fact Wright only painted one copy –
and that was of the original portrait at Berkley House.
A black and white photograph of Wright’s version of the Berkley portrait is now at Bath Record Office.23 A label on the back confirms that this copied painting had been photographed by G. Bolwell
in 1941 and had then been among the collection at the Victoria Art Gallery. More recently (2015),
an article published in the Georgian Group Journal also refers to a similar portrait being at one time
in the possession of the Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Institution.24 It is difficult to imagine that
it could have completely disappeared, yet numerous enquiries and diligent searches have so far
failed to discover the present whereabouts of Reginald Wright’s copy, or confirm that it still exists.

Wright died in 1963, aged 74, by which time his firmly held belief that the gentleman in the portrait
was John Wood the Elder had become generally acknowledged – and not only in Bath. An entry
for Berkley House, near Frome, a Grade 2 listed building, can be found on the Historic England
website and includes a description of the interior of the house (not seen) ‘… said to contain a fine
Hall and beyond a balustraded staircase arranged around a square, open well and containing interesting paintings, including a portrait believed to be of John Wood of Bath, carved rococo decoration to frames of c1750.’ 25
Perhaps even more surprising is that evidence in correspondence found among Evelyn Newby’s
research papers at the Paul Mellon Centre for British Art confirms that in 1988 – and presumably
for many years before that – this same portrait had been indexed in the records at the National
Portrait Gallery in London as John Wood the Elder, attributed to William Hoare.26 In 1988, however, an impressive article about Berkley House, written by Giles Worsley, appeared in Country Life
magazine.27 It included an image of a portrait in a Rococo-style frame, identical to the one published in the RIBA Journal in 1939, but captioned with the true identity of the sitter – ‘an eminent
amateur architect’. He was not John Wood the Elder.
Evelyn Newby was prompted to write a hasty letter to Jacob Simon, then curator of 18th Century
Portraits at the National Portrait Gallery. Not only did she cite the Country Life article, but also
drew his attention to the unmistakeable likeness between the sitter in the Berkley painting and the
gentleman wearing a bright scarlet jacket, pictured in a portrait by Gainsborough and known to be
Thomas Prowse, Esq., a former Somerset MP and Lord of the Manor of Berkley, Somerset. Mr.
Simon was clearly convinced and on the 15th July 1988 he sent a letter in reply, confirming that he
had amended his records accordingly.28
The attribution to Hoare was a debatable one, favoured by Newby because she believed the decorative Rococo-style picture frames and decor at Berkley House might have been the work of
William Hoare’s brother, Prince, but a further letter found among her research papers suggests that
certainly up until January 1989, she had not had the opportunity to examine the Berkley portrait
closely.29
Further research might have seemed unnecessary, following the positive identification confirmed in
Giles Worsley’s article and the official acknowledgement from the curator at the National Portrait
Gallery that the gentleman in the Berkley portrait was Thomas Prowse, Esq. and definitely not
John Wood. The fact that Thomas Prowse had been ‘an eminent amateur architect’ must surely
explain why he was pictured holding an architect’s dividers and appeared to have been working on
a design not unlike the Circus. Yet there still remained further questions. For instance, what might
lie behind the Bath in Time reference to the fact that ‘versions of this painting exist without what
appears to be a plan of the Circus’ 30 – and were there any buildings designed by Thomas Prowse
that might have required a circular plan?
Thomas Prowse, Esquire was a gentleman worthy of far greater attention than the scope of this
particular investigation allows. Baptised in London in 1708, the grandson of John Prowse, descendant of a minor gentry family from Devon, Thomas would eventually inherit Berkley House in
Somerset through his grandfather’s marriage to Anne Newborough in 1670. In the same year,
John Prowse also inherited a fine 17th century house at Compton Bishop, near Axbridge.
Thomas’s father, also named John, inherited both houses, but, after his early death from smallpox
in 1710, when Thomas was only two, his widow Abigail spent much of her long widowhood at
Berkley, often joined by her father George Hooper, Bishop of Bath and Wells.31
Following her father’s death in 1727, Abigail Prowse commissioned Nathaniel Ireson, architect and
builder, to take down the old house at Berkley and build a new one in the Palladian style. It is clear
from her precise instructions and comments to Ireson that the house was to be exactly as she
wanted, down to the finest details.32 Building would have been under way when her son Thomas
married in London in 1731 and the house was completed in 1732. It is good to know that Abigail
Prowse, described as ‘one of the most accomplished women of her time, admired for her excellent

understanding, extensive knowledge and agreeable manners’
living in her new house for a further thirty years.

33,

would have had the pleasure of

The relevance of this additional background information is that it might well explain why there is
certainly one other version of the Berkley House portrait of Thomas Prowse containing no evidence at all of architect’s dividers or any plan reminiscent of John Wood’s design for the Circus.
Whether more versions ever existed is debatable.
A painting owned by Axbridge Town Trust can be found on the website artuk.org.34 It looks to be
almost identical to the portrait at Berkley, the obvious difference being that Thomas Prowse is holding nothing in his right hand and, instead of a plan resembling the Circus, there is a a written manuscript on the table in front of him. In this version, he is pointing to a page in a book of Parliamentary Bills. His portrait and books were among the gifts donated to Axbridge Town Trust from the
Prowse Estate.35
Thomas Prowse Esquire (1708 - 1767)
Image Credit: Axbridge Town Trust

Between 1740 and 1767, Thomas Prowse was returned unopposed five times as MP for one of the
Somerset seats and acted as the Recorder of Axbridge for many years. It would therefore seem
appropriate that a portrait on display in his home at Compton Bishop would highlight his duty to
ensure that the local Burgesses kept within the law. The fact that this painting was probably donated to the Town Trust in its original carved and gilded frame, typical of the 17th century, substantiates the theory that it had previously been at Compton House, built in the 1600s.36
The very similar portrait of the same gentleman, pictured and correctly identified in Worsley’s
Country Life article published in 1988, was believed to date from the late 1750s, and was possibly
painted soon after Abigail Prowse decided to redecorate the Hall at Berkley House in a more
baroque style.37 Consequently, as had been the case with the portrait intended for Compton
House, the frame of her son’s portrait would have been chosen to suit the setting in which it would
be displayed. The inclusion of the building plan instead of the book of Parliamentary Bills, and the
addition of the architect’s dividers, may simply have reflected a fond mother’s wish to be reminded
of a different, more creative, aspect of her only son’s talents and interests.

Even so, one mystery still remained in the Berkley version of the portrait. The fact that Prowse had
been ‘a country gentleman with a practical interest in architecture’ 38 would explain the inclusion of
the dividers, but, unless some evidence could be found to link him with a building project requiring
a circular plan, it was difficult to attach any particular significance to the architectural drawing in the
portrait, which so closely resembled John Wood the Elder’s design for the Circus.
Worsley’s claim that Thomas Prowse had been an eminent amateur architect was well justified.
With Sanderson Miller, Prowse contributed to designs for Hagley Hall, Worcestershire and the
Shire Hall in Warwick. He designed Wicken Church in Northamptonshire, as well as Wicken
House – inherited when he married Elizabeth Sharp in 1731 – and drew up plans for Hatch Court,
Somerset and alterations to Kimberley Hall in Norfolk.39 The rectangular Temple of Harmony at
Halswell Park, Somerset, designed for his friend Sir Charles Kemeys-Tynte, was completed in
1767, the year of Prowse’s death.40 None of these buildings appear to include any obvious exterior
feature that might have required a circular drawing.
One of Prowse’s earliest projects was the re-designing of Copt Hall in Essex, which he worked on
with Sir Roger Newdigate and John Sanderson in the early 1740s. These early plans were never
adopted,41 but they did include a drawing of an enclosed central Rotunda. Although this did not
closely resemble the plan depicted in the Berkley portrait, it was at least circular.

Early Plan for Interior Rotunda for Copt Hall, Essex 42
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It may have been the planned Rotunda for Copt Hall that inspired the interior octagonal dome in St
Mary’s Church in Berkley, rebuilt in 1751 and now thought to have been designed by Thomas
Prowse.43 It is interesting that the delicate patterns of filigree stucco work used to embellish the
dome reflect the Rococo-style decor introduced at Berkley House in the 1750s by Abigail Prowse.

Interior Dome of Berkley Church 44

These designs may not entirely account for the circular plan in the portrait, but they do seem to offer a more acceptable explanation than the vague idea that this had merely been a whim of an
artist who happened to be well aware of the exciting building development under construction in
Bath at the time.
Before leaving the subject of the Prowse portrait, which for almost fifty years was mistaken for a
previously unknown portrait of John Wood the Elder, it is important to refer to a further group of
portraits of Thomas Prowse relevant to this research.
Three pairs of near-identical, half-length portraits of Thomas Prowse and his wife Elizabeth were
painted by Thomas Gainsborough, probably in about 1761.45 It was one of these, mentioned in
connection with Evelyn Newby’s letter to the curator at the National Portrait Gallery, that confirmed
the unmistakable likeness between Thomas Prowse and the gentleman in the painting at Berkley
House.46 Gainsborough’s matching trio of portraits of Prowse depict him wearing a red coat with
black lapels and gold buttons, with his gold laced tricorn hat tucked under his arm. There are no
attributes to suggest an interest in either architecture or parliamentary law. Mrs Prowse is resplendent in lace and striped brocade, and, oddly for a pair of portraits of husband and wife, both face
the same way. There is no other instance of three pairs of near identical portraits by Gainsborough, but it has been suggested that they were commissioned for their three surviving children.
Only one of the pairs survives together – that auctioned at Christie’s in London, now in a private
collection in Somerset.47
Thomas Prowse Esquire, MP (1708 - 1767)
by Thomas Gainsborough

Private Collection
By kind permission of the present owner

In all three versions of the half-length portrait of Thomas Prowse, the pose, the steady gaze of the
eyes and the expression on his face are remarkably similar to those in the Berkley and Axbridge
portraits. A possible reason for this was included in Christie’s Lot Essay: 48

… The portrait of Thomas Prowse follows the pose of the three-quarter-length portrait of Prowse by
William Hoare at Berkley near Frome, and Gainsborough may have been forced to use another
portrait of the sitter who 'on account of a distemper [was unable] to sit long in a chair at a
time' (Letter from the Duke of Newcastle to the Duke of Bedford dated 20 October 1761 quoted by
Namier & Brook, 1985 , p.335) …49
The theory that Gainsborough might have based his portraits of Thomas Prowse on a previous
painting by Hoare is questionable. Whilst Gainsborough and Hoare had become fellow artists in
Bath by the early 1760s,50 expert opinion is that it was unlikely that Gainsborough would have accepted such a compromise. Thomas and Elizabeth Prowse are known to have arrived in Bath in
June 1759 and may well have sat for Gainsborough during this visit.51
Christie’s Lot Essay also quoted a brief extract from Thomas Prowse’s memorial inscription in the
Church of St John the Baptist, Axbridge:
… He discharged his duty in Parliament with ability, integrity and honour …. ever attentive rather to
promote the Interest and Happiness of others than his own …
It says much for the quality of all the portraits of Thomas Prowse that they not only portrayed what
he looked like, but captured exactly the kind of man he was.
This research has centred around individual portraits and focused on one painting in particular, but
it would not be complete without reference to a group portrait that was purchased from Bonhams
by the Bath Preservation Trust in 1976 and has recently been restored.
The Four Bath Worthies 52
Artist Unknown
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The significance of The Four Bath Worthies lies mainly in the fact that it provides a unique visual
representation of the four men who were largely responsible for shaping the city’s architectural history in the first half of the 18th century. But as with many historical group paintings, the scene
looks contrived; the positioning and poses of the four men could well have been a mere figment of
the artist’s imagination. We may know who the men are, and the painting gives a vague impression of what they might have looked like, yet they lack character. There is no animation in this
‘conversation piece’ as there is, for instance, in William Hoare’s painting of Dr. William Oliver and
Mr. Jeremiah Peirce with a group of patients at the Bath Hospital.53
Even so, different paintings have different values. The merit of The Four Bath Worthies is that it
symbolises the coincidental coming together in Bath of four people who between them possessed
the key elements and ability to plan and create a city now famous for its Georgian buildings.
Robert Gay provided the land in Walcot and Ralph Allen the stone from his quarries; John Wood
had architectural vision in abundance and Richard Jones the practical knowledge to oversee any
proposed building scheme. The painting therefore represents a pivotal moment in Bath’s history
and, for many, creates a visual picture that remains in the memory far longer than the spoken or
written word. Its particular relevance here is that, at present, it seems to be the only painting in
existence to offer any idea of what John Wood the Elder might have looked like.
Nowadays it is hard to believe that no individual portraits of John Wood or his son were painted
during their lifetimes. There is no doubt that the elder Wood in particular enjoyed the patronage of
members of the aristocracy and set great store by some of the trappings of importance such as his
coat of arms. Yet, knowing his tendency to be contrary and unconventional, there is also the possibility that for some reason he may not have felt entirely in tune with society’s passion for portraits.
He also did not enjoy the best of health. Another explanation could be that, as has been the case
for many famous people of extraordinary skill and talent, recognition and acclaim arrived long after
life had ended – and for both the Woods, death arrived far too soon. John Wood the Elder appears
to have been tunnel-visioned, driven, obstinate, provoking and proud, though not in a showy way.
His son has been described as calm, methodical, conscientious, modest, cautious, serious and
thoughtful. They would have been preoccupied with architectural plans and building projects, immersed in family matters and fretting over the many other problems of work and daily life. A further
consideration, especially for the younger Wood, was that portraits cost money. Not without reason
did Gainsborough once describe his profitable business as ‘picking pockets in the portrait way’.54
It might well be that portraits were painted of both of them – and also their wives and children. The
paintings may not have survived, or they may still exist somewhere, unrecognised and forgotten.
After the death of John Wood the Younger in 1781, many of the Wood descendants ended up in
far-flung places. The last person in the family to bear the Wood surname was a great, great
grandson of John Wood the Elder – Charles Stisted Wood – who died without issue in 1912 in
Viareggio, Italy. If any family portraits still remain, it is most likely they would be in Florence,
among the pictures bequeathed in 1896 by Henry Brock Wood, Charles’s older brother, to their sister Sydney, with instructions that they should be given to her only daughter as soon as she
reached the age of twenty-one.55 In England, there remained no ancestral home where portraits
could be proudly displayed; no direct male line descendant anxious to preserve the paintings of his
prestigious ancestors for future generations.
It can only be hoped that one day an unknown portrait of John Wood the Elder or his son will be
rediscovered and marvelled at. Meanwhile, perhaps there is some consolation to be found in the
following quotation:
… Every man's work, whether it be literature or music or pictures or architecture or anything else,
is always a portrait of himself ... 56
Certainly it might be said that the beautiful Georgian buildings designed and built by John Wood
and his son have lived on to represent and immortalise them far more eloquently and impressively
than any portraits painted by someone else ever could.
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